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ABSTRACT

This project develops a workflow for the extraction of legacy geological map data using a
case study in the Baja California Norte, México by four workers over forty years. This
project is unique from other digitization efforts worldwide because the data were already
in an unregistered vector format, instead of a raster format. Thus, the methodology used
in this project took advantage of this digital format by writing arcpy scripts for use inside
of ArcMap, and using database feature manipulation software, in order to streamline the
data extraction process, with the goal being to develop methods for dealing with other
similar legacy geological datasets. The project was conditionally successful, with the
developed arcpy script extracting strike and dip direction information from the structural
geological data, with only minimal manual review required. Additionally,
implementation of the FME Workbench software allowed text information describing
Dip and Plunge to be extracted and combined with its companion direction and position
data; however, project limitations only allowed for a method that required extensive
manual review after the automated process. Transferability of the developed workflow is
limited by requiring access to FME workbench software in addition to ArcGIS, but as
that part of the workflow requires substantial manual work, it could perhaps be replaced
by completely manual methods. Additionally, the arcpy scripts might not work properly
if used on tightly clustered data, or data constructed differently than the Baja California
data. Copies of the arcpy script, FME workflows, and maps can be found on
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yWlCXTGTtm1qSN1uWHy6BaP1ZcIWXyco.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the tenets of science is that each scientist will build on the legacy of their
predecessors leading to a more complete understanding through time. For future scientists
to build upon past discoveries, these discoveries must be recorded and accessible. James
Hutton was the founder of modern geology, and in the 220 years since his passing, a vast
archive of geological data has been lost or forgotten because it is not readily accessible to
present-day geologists. The National Science Foundation considers saving legacy and
modern Earth science data to be a high priority, and this is explicit in their policy that no
grant proposals will be considered without appropriate data management plans.
Digitizing Legacy Data
Raster Data
This thesis seeks to develop and document an efficient protocol for saving legacy
geological data. In particular, legacy geological data can come in at least two formats, as
hardcopy geological maps, geological field notes, and digital raster images, or as digital
vector maps not connected to any database, or even georeferenced. Raster images are
simply pictures composed of pixels, whereas graphics made of vectors are composed of
discrete objects or shapes such as points, lines, polylines, or polygons that show the
position or shape of features on the map. A lot of work has already been done by, for
example, educational institutions and the Maine Geological Survey (Christian Halsted,
February 21, 2018), to digitize hardcopy geologic data and raster images. The methods
include scanning the map if this has not already been done, using markers on it to
georeference and warp the resulting raster image, and then creating vectors by tracing the
1

geological contacts between units and manually placing the structural elements on top of
their locations on the raster image. The ultimate goal is to place the data into a format
accessible by GIS (geographic information systems). The Geological Survey of Western
Australia has implemented its own unique workflow for saving a particularly extensive
archive of its own geological data collected over 125 years, and placing it into its own set
of databases accessible for querying by the public through their GeoVIEW.WA website
(Riganti et al., 2015). For example, they have collected and saved old glass photographic
negatives, mineral exploration reports and even Christmas cards, tagging the data for all,
when appropriate, with a geographic location.
There is also a growing field of automated map vectorization implementing crowd
sourcing, as well as sciences such as image recognition and deep machine learning (Uhl
et al., 2018). The goal is for the program to recognize individual objects printed on
scanned maps, and create machine-readable, geospatial vector objects that replicate the
relevant size and shapes of these objects, with enough attribute data to describe
everything that can be determined about the objects by a human eye (Uhl et al., 2018).
The program should do so in a way that minimizes manual post-processing (Uhl et al.,
2018). This way, computers will be able to automatically digitize thousands of archived
historical maps that might otherwise never be manually digitized due to practical limits of
funding (Uhl et al., 2018).
Vector Data
This project seeks to streamline a less common scenario where the hardcopy data
has already been entered as vector objects into a digital format, but has not been
georeferenced, put into a database format, or made accessible to other scientists through
2

GIS. We use a case example of one such dataset from the northern Sierra San Pedro
Mártir region of Baja California, México to develop a workflow and evaluate the
feasibility of the implemented solution.
What is GIS?
GIS (geographic information systems) is a database system designed to store,
manage, analyze, and view geospatial data. The geospatial data has coordinates, that
within a defined coordinate system, are meant to represent the data’s relevant position on
the surface of the earth, on another planet, or within the solar system. The geospatial data
is often viewed and worked with in the form of a map or 3D scene. Additionally, the
geospatial data often comes with tabular attribute data describing each object or record
within the geospatial database. It is important to note that geographic information
systems are not always composed of just software and can include the people and
methods used to organize and analyze the geospatial data. In this project, we used the
ArcGIS suit of GIS software, and of these, mostly the ArcMap program.
It is important to note that GIS is not just mapping or cartography software
(Dempsey, 2018), but instead must be able to spatially analyze and edit its data,
producing new data from this analysis. This can be facilitated through either SQL
(Structured Query Language) querying (the structured request for the records matching
specific criteria from a database), visually from the layers of information placed on the
map display, or using other spatial or database analysis tools.
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The Future of Legacy Data
An important component of the digitization of legacy data is to make sure that it
is put into a format that can be easily accessed, both now, and indefinitely into the future,
and then archived where the data will not be lost, but can still be easily accessed by the
public. Proprietary software such as ArcGIS might update and phase out past file formats
or might disappear entirely fifty or a hundred years from now. However, they have
recently given up their proprietary rights to the shapefile format because it has become an
industry standard (Christian Halsted, August 01, 2018). Thus, the data can be archived
within that format.
Case Study
The geology of approximately 1200 km2 along the Main Mártir Thrust (MMt) in
the northern Sierra San Pedro Mártir region of Baja California, México was mapped,
recording rock types, geological contacts, foliations, lineations and bedding (Table 1
explains much of this geological terminology), over a period of 10 years, from 1995-2005
by Drs. Scott Johnson et al. (1999a, 1999b, 2002, 2003, 2004), Erwin Melis (2006), and
Gabriel Chávez Cabello (1998). Part of the region had been mapped earlier by Dr. Jay
Murray (1978). Together, these workers collected more than 6185 structural
measurements, primarily in a portion of the larger area comprising approximately 700
km2. Prior to this detailed mapping, the area was covered in reconnaissance as part of a
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major effort by Dr. Gordon Gastil to publish a 3-sheet map set of the northern half of
Baja California (Gastil, et al., 1973).
Table 1 Structural geological terms used within this workflow. Terms are described as used in this project
and the descriptions don’t necessarily match definitions agreed upon within the wider geological
community.

Initial Data
The data from these mapping efforts were in a difficult-to-access, poorly
organized state at the beginning of the project. Most of the data were in a Canvas X 2017
GIS file in the form of numerous vector layers as shown in Fig. 1, though some lingered
in excel spreadsheets. Canvas is a graphics editing software created by ACD Systems
International Inc., similar to Adobe Illustrator, but with limited cartographic capabilities.
5

These canvas layers came from a variety of sources, including Adobe Illustrator files and
ESRI shapefiles, and some of the data were originally spatially offset from the rest of the
data. The data were not georeferenced; however, the vector shapes were drawn on top of
a raster image of a set of topographic maps, and thus could be assigned a reference frame
using the coordinate crosshairs on the background image.
Moreover, the vector data itself was unorganized. The units were not drawn flush
with each other on their contacts (Fig. 2) and some units could cover others if the layers
were placed in the wrong order, making it difficult to move the layers from one software
to another, or open them in a new map. Some of the layers conflicted with each other as
there was more than one interpretation of the location of the MMt (Fig. 3). Other
polylines existed that had been polygons and now overlapped each other, making the true
contact between them vague. Some existing layers were no longer useful, and others did
not represent the current accurate understanding of the area’s geology, such as at the
point where the Cerro de Costilla tonalite overlaps the MMt, as shown in Fig. 4. Many of
the layers needed to be combined as they had been added piece by piece over the years,
but represented the same type of measurements. Some of those measurements, however,
did not have surviving hardcopy records, and themselves were visually challenging to
interpret as so many measurements had been drawn on top of each other that it was nearly
impossible to match the structural geology foliation or lineation symbol with the number
specifying the measurement’s dip or plunge.
Methods such as writing python ArcGIS (arcpy) scripts to extract geospatial data
from vector images (view within Appendix D), and using FME workbench database
management software to extract and assign text objects, were used to combine these
6

Figure 1 The original Canvas X GIS 2017 map containing all the data from Dr. Jay Murray (1978), Dr.
Scott Johnson et al. (1999a, 1999b, 2002, 2003, 2004), Dr. Erwin A. Melis (2006), and Dr. Gabriel Chávez
Cabello (1998) compiled into a single document.

disparate elements into an organized format accessible by GIS. Thus, these data will be
made not only accessible, but useful for future geologists. Digital 58 by 91 cm PDF
geology, foliation, and lineation maps, produced by the project, as well as digital copies
of all the scripts and FME workbench workflows, can be found on the CD included in the
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Figure 2 Image illustrating a typical offset found between adjacent polygons representing geological units
within the original Canvas X map. In this case, the largest offset is about 34 meters wide. This value
approaches the largest offset width within the data.

back of this thesis as well as at:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yWlCXTGTtm1qSN1uWHy6BaP1ZcIWXyco.
Geological Summary of the Region
The study site is located in the Mesozoic Peninsular Range Batholith (henceforth
known as PRb), on the Baja California peninsula. The PRb comprises a group of
mountain ranges that stretch approximately 1600 km from southern California to the
southern tip of the Baja California Peninsula (Fig. 6). In the study area, the western
portion of the PRb comprises volcanic and volcanogenic rocks of island arc affinity,
intruded by a range of plutonic bodies, the largest of which are granitic in composition.
8
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Figure 3 Snapshot of the original Canvas X map of the Main Mártir thrust (MMt), just below the Cerro de
Costilla complex, showing that there were originally three different interpretations of where the MMt was
located, offset from each other by hundreds to thousands of meters.

Specifically, the study area in the northern Sierra San Pedro Mártir (SSPM), as can be
seen in Fig. 7, the final map produced by this project, is centered on a section of the Main
Mártir Thrust (MMt), an ancient fault that juxtaposes the western and eastern PRb
(Johnson et al., 1999a). In fact, as seen on Fig. 8, a series of sutures like this one run up
and down the PRb, separating volcanic island terrain such as the Santiago Peak, and
Alisitos arcs from the ancient continental margin.
The MMt juxtaposes upper greenschist/lower amphibolite facies schist of the 115
+/- 1 Ma Alisitos Formation (Johnson et al., 1999a; Carrasco et al., 1995) to the southeast
against higher temperature, upper amphibolite facies migmatitic gneisses to the northeast
(Johnson et al., 1999b; Melis, 2006) indicating a reverse fault with NE-side-up motion
(Melis, 2006). Microstructures, including shear bands showing northeast over southwest
9
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Figure 4 A close-up of the original Canvas X map at the Main Mártir thrust (MMt), where the outer ring of
the Cerro de Costilla tonalite, shown in peach, appears to cut across the MMt. Since the MMt cannot be
shown due to issues of clarity, the MMt can be imagined to follow the outer edge of the red unit (cordierite
gneiss), locally disappearing under the tonalite. The issue shown here is that the polygons do not match the
orange lines, which here represent a better understanding of the geology of the region. Thus, the polygons
need to be edited to follow these lines.

shear, are consistent with this interpretation. The Alisitos Formation is composed
of transitional subaerial to subaqueous volcanic, volcaniclastic, and associated
sedimentary deposits (Melis, 2006). Locally, these include reef limestone (Johnson et al.,
1999a) where a marine basin probably formed prior to collision. The ages of each terrane
moving
The MMt juxtaposes upper greenschist/lower amphibolite facies schist of the 115
+/- 1 Ma Alisitos Formation (Johnson et al., 1999a; Carrasco et al., 1995) to the southeast
against higher temperature, upper amphibolite facies migmatitic gneisses to the northeast
(Johnson et al., 1999b; Melis, 2006) indicating a reverse fault with NE-side-up motion
10
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Figure 5 Snapshot of the original Canvas X map showing foliation measurements found within one layer.
Note that measurements are so densely spaced that matching the correct number representing the measured
dip with the foliation symbol is nearly impossible, and showing the dip orientation is difficult.

(Melis, 2006). Microstructures, including shear bands showing northeast over southwest
shear, are consistent with this interpretation. The Alisitos Formation is composed of
transitional subaerial to subaqueous volcanic, volcaniclastic, and associated sedimentary
deposits (Melis, 2006). Locally, these include reef limestone (Johnson et al., 1999a)
where a marine basin probably formed prior to collision. The ages of each terrane moving
outwards from the MMt increases with the Alisitos Formation reaching at minimum 144
Ma in its western extent (Alsleben, 2005), and a significant portion of the PRb to the east
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Figure 6 Map showing the entire length of the Peninsular Range Batholith (PRb), extending from Irvine, in
southern California, to Cabo St. Lucas, México, the southern tip of the Baja California Peninsula. Image
reproduced with permission from Johnson et al. (2003).
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Figure 7a Geological map of the Sierra San Pedro Mártir region where the data from this project were
collected. See Figure 7b below for legend, location map and supplemental information.
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Figure 7b Legend and location map for the geological map of the Sierra San Pedro Mártir region where the
data from this project were collected.
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Figure 8 Map illustrating that the Alisitos Formation and Santiago Peak Volcanics abut older continental
material, such as volcanic rich flysch formations, thus dividing the Peninsular Range Batholith (PRb) along
its length into eastern ancient continental margin, and western accreted arc terrain. Lines marking a shift
from ilmenite to magnetite, and the 87Sr/86Sr isopleth indicate the approximate position of the suture
between these two distinct terrains. Image reproduced from Schmidt et al. (2002).

being composed of a Jurassic arc. In the far east of the field area, the Huico gneiss gives a
U-Pb zircon age between 220-230 Ma (Melis, 2006).
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The collision and thrusting along the MMt must have occurred sometime between
115 Ma, the depositional age of the Alisitos Formation (Johnson et al., 1999a), and 103
+/- 1 Ma, the age of the Cerro de Costilla tonalite that cuts across the MMt, without
showing signs of post-emplacement deformation (Johnson et al., 1999b). If the MMt had
continued to move after the Cerro de Costilla tonalite intruded it, the tonalite would have
been deformed. Farther south, a reverse fault, possibly equivalent to the MMt shows
evidence of remaining active until possibly 85 Ma (Schmidt, 2000). North of the study
site, where the MMt might meet the ancestral Agua Blanca Fault, the relative vertical
movement across the fault appears to be only a few km between about 105-108 Ma
(Wetmore et al., 2003), suggesting it also might have had yet another timeline of
movement and creating a still more complex regional tectonic history that requires further
work to parse.
One of the most prominent features of the region are the plutonic intrusions,
igneous bodies that solidified within the crust before being exposed at the surface, which
vary west to east across the MMt suture (Gastil et al., 1975). Zircon U-Pb isotopic dating
gives three age clusters: 135-120 Ma, 110-100 Ma, and 97-92 Ma, found uniformly
across the area (Schmidt, 2000; Todd et al., 2003). The 40Ar/39Ar and 40K/40Ar dates on
the other hand, which show the age the plutons cooled below particular temperatures, do
tend to decrease from west to east (Evernden and Kistler, 1970; Armstrong and Suppe,
1973; Krummenacher and Doupont, 1975). Since the cooling ages provide a proxy for the
cooling rate by the calculated difference between these ages and the emplacement age,
and the emplacement ages are constant, the 40Ar/39Ar and 40K/40Ar dates indicate the
cooling rates decrease from the west, where is it often only takes 5 m.y. to cool to the
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required temperatures, compared to the east, where it takes between 15-25 m.y.,
presumably because the greater depth of emplacement makes it so that the eastern plutons
were in a deeper, hotter part of Earth’s crust for a longer period (Lovera et al., 1999;
Schmidt, 2000). Additionally, gabbro with tonalite and diorite are more common west of
the MMt, whereas La Posta-type concentrically zoned plutons of hornblende-biotite
tonalite to muscovite-biotite grandodiorite dominate east of the MMt (Gastil et al., 1975;
Walawender et al., 1990, 1991).
Amongst the remaining puzzles are how the MMt and units in this field area relate
to similar features in regions to the north and south, also located along what may be
equivalents to the MMt, so that the apparently different tectonic histories found in each
area can be reconciled with each other, and the whole of the PRb history better resolved.
This will also help sort out uncertainties in the tectonic history of the region such as the
amount of displacement that occurred during thrusting on the MMt in different areas. The
presence of ring complexes, such as the Cerro de Costilla, to the east side of the MMt,
that appear to have formed at depths as great as 18 km, pose another ongoing mystery, as
such complexes are typically considered shallow igneous systems at the plutonic/volcanic
interface. Also, still uncertain is the cause of the metamorphism either side of the MMt,
and how it relates to the tectonic history. Such answers are vital for producing tectonic
models of the middle crust during arc-continent collisions that help geologists better
understand similar tectonic settings elsewhere. These questions make it more vital that
the scientific community have the data presented in this thesis to work with, so that they
can continue to investigate this part of the PRb.

17

METHODS

This thesis largely consists of the creation and implementation of a workflow for
the extraction of digital geological legacy data. The workflow consisted of 12
consecutive parts (see Table 2) which can broadly be broken down into accomplishing
the following three goals, though not in succession. (1) For example, the first goal was to
put the mapped data into a geographic reference frame so that each point on the map had
coordinates that, given technical and practical limitations, matches the exact point on the
earth it represented. Parts 1, 2, 3 and 8 accomplish this goal, because parts from other two
goals required the first few parts of this goal to be completed, but finishing the goal was
best accomplished near to the end of the workflow after most of the work creating and
editing data was finished. (2) The second goal was to extract structural geological
measurements preserved within the vector data, and accompanying text objects, so that
these data can be accessed from a database, implemented, queried, and used in a variety
of ways in the future. Parts 4 and 5 performed this goal. (3) Finally, a wide range of tasks
were required to present the data in an accurate and organized format. This included
verifying the accuracy of the data extraction techniques in part 6, cleaning up the data in
part 7, adding new information and elements to help organize it in part 9, and
reorganizing it into final logical format in parts 10, 11 and 12.
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Table 2 Shows a brief description of each of the 12 consecutive parts in the project workflow.

Part 1 - Applying Nearly-Accurate Coordinates to the Map
To accomplish the first objective, the data were assigned a coordinate system that
roughly matched the spatial extent represented, and then warped so that, to the best
practical degree, the coordinates of each vector object on the map matched the location of
the unit or measurement on the earth’s surface. Prior to the start of this project, most of
the vectors were placed in the Canvas graphics program, according to a combination of
field notes, and scanned topographic maps of the relevant area. Within the Canvas
document, a layer was created that stitched together a series of adjacent topographic maps
of the field area into a single raster image, shown in Fig. 9, covering the whole area that
was mapped. Then units and measurements, drawn on the field maps and recorded in the

19

Figure 9 Snapshot of the Canvas X map showing the background raster image of stitched together
topographic maps. A couple of raster layers displaying plutons and the MMt are shown for reference. Note
how the individual maps do not always appear to line up.

field notes, were placed on top of the topographic raster image, as vector objects,
according to the location recorded on the field map and measurements recorded in the
field notes. Once this process had been completed, the resulting graphics document
showed a map that had no underlying digital geographic reference frame, drawn to match
a topographic raster image with regular latitude and longitude cross marks on it. Canvas
X GIS 2017 now has the capability of assigning a geographic coordinate system given
that you can assign the correct extents that your image document covers on the ground.
20

Thus, the first step involved assigning such a coordinate system by choosing latitudelongitude cross marks on the map and assigning to them their known coodinates, then
adjusting the scale so that the geographic document scale, found on the top and sides of
the map frame, fit a scale bar present on the map (Fig. 10) (see Appendix A). The
resulting scale was such that 1 n/d unit on the document was set to be equal to 240000 n/d
in the coordinate system of choice.

Figure 10 This figure shows how the scale bar on the map, the large black lines, was lined up with the
document scale found on the top of the map display, so that different scales could be tried until the most
accurate one was found when first assigning coordinates to the map in Canvas X.

Although the coordinate system defined throughout this process was the Universal
Transverse Mercator (UTM), zone 11N in the NAD 1927 datum, the grid that was used to
warp the data was in radial units, since it followed latitude and longitude cross marks on
the reference topographic image. Additionally, all of the interfaces for the tools in Canvas
X GIS also use radial global coordinate system units (latitude and longitude). This
includes the coordinates used to define the first cross mark, and any subsequent
verification of how well the cross marks fit the defined coordinate system. The UTM
NAD27 coordinate system was chosen because it was the projection and datum used by
the most recent worker when collecting field data (Melis, 2006).
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Part 2 - Establishing a Reference Latitude & Longitude Grid for Warping
The results showed good accuracy, but, as expected, were not perfect because the
image needed to be warped, and thus this step focused on creating the control points for
the warp. The remaining offset is mostly due to the fact that the shape of a flat
topographic map will never be able to match a coordinate system describing a curved
earth surface, and any error associated with relative mismatch among the individual
topographic maps that were tiled together to make the raster base map. Without
performing this warp, only one point on the raster image could ever be located at the
correct position according to the Canvas document’s geographic coordinate system with
the offset, in theory, increasing radially outwards from this point. Thus, in preparation for
such a warp, at a later stage in the workflow, within ArcMap, a vector grid of lines of
latitude and longitude was created in this part of the workflow that, as closely as possible,
matched the cross marks on the topographic map, so that the vector data could be
independently warped from the reference raster image.
Originally another strategy was tried, because within Canvas X GIS 2017, it is
possible to warp raster, but not vector layers, so that, in this case, each of the cross marks
that define a certain latitude and longitude would, in theory, be located at that latitude and
longitude, according to the document’s defined geographic coordinate system. Thus, a
distorted topographic map is warped to match a projected coordinate system. First, the
plan was to link the vector data to the topographic map through vector layers that could
be matched to precise points on the raster image, such as the latitude-longitude cross
marks. Then the raster image could be warped, and the vector layers could be warped
later using ArcMap to match the raster image. However, when warping the raster image,
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only 19 reference points could be created before crashing the software, instead of the
ideal 56 reference points that could have been created. Due to this, and perhaps
complications consisting of the image being made of several maps, the cross marks were
still offset from their true positions, often by only 10 meters, but sometimes by as much
as 80 meters, making the warped topographic image a poor reference to later warp the
vector layers to.
Part 3 - Exporting the Vector Layers to ESRI Shapefiles
The next step involved exporting both the raster and vector data into geospatial
files to be worked with inside of ESRI ArcGIS. Canvas X GIS 2017 has the functionality
to export each of its layers to separate ESRI files known as shapefiles. When allowed to
either give the shapefiles Geodetic degree coordinates or the Current Document (meters)
coordinates, which in this case is UTM zone 11N NAD27, we chose Current Document
because that was the coordinate system used to map the data in the field. Canvas allows
each layer to be exported as point, line, or polygon objects, which was vital for the
overall workflow because the arcpy code in part 5 required all the structural
measurements, some of which started off as polygons, to be line objects. Raster maps as a
geospatial TIFF or GIF also had to be exported to use for verifying that the program
correctly analyzed the structural measurements in part 7. Each layer with structural
measurements had to be isolated, rendered under Image > Area > Render, and then
exported separately, unlike the shapefiles, which were batch exported.
While many of the parts in this workflow could be completed in different orders,
the order laid out here follows a particular logic. For example, although the vector data
could have been warped as discussed in part 2 and performed in part 8 directly after part
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3, doing so would have prevented data from being re-exported from the Canvas X
document. Since such backwards retrievals of data occurred several times during the
development of the workflow, it was important that this final warp was one of the last
steps before the data was used to create the final map and database.
Part 4 - Extracting Dip-Direction and Trend Azimuths
Developing and using arcpy-scripts (viewable within Appendix D, as well as
digitally on the included CD) to computationally extract information from the shapes of
the vector(s) representing structural measurements was one of the longest and most
involved stages of the project. The principle component of the code calculates the strikeazimuth and dip-direction of foliation measurement symbols, the trend-azimuth and
plunge-angle of lineation measurements, and determines the type of measurement each
symbol represents, such as magmatic, solid-state, and bedding for foliations, and
magmatic, regional, and intersection for lineations. This information would be stored in
the shapefile’s attribute table. From there it was extracted and stored within a geospatial
database.
The problem of extracting meaningful directional information was significantly
complicated by the variety of situations and problems that came with each different
dataset. To accommodate the entirety of different datasets in this project, as well as
unknown potential complications in future datasets, we made the code very customizable.
The code is therefore very complicated, requiring a skilled user to run. Detailed
instructions for running the workflow are included in Appendix B.
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The code consists of several lead scripts, each of which calls on a number of
modules, scripts opened and read by the main script. This format was used to save time
and produce an easier user interface, as each module does not need to be run separately,
and one set of user inputted parameters works for all the read modules. Additionally,
there is a sequence of lead scripts to use, some of them requiring user inputted
parameters, obtained from running previous lead scripts, but the exact sequence of lead
scripts depends on the type of symbols being analyzed within the shapefile, namely
whether they are foliations or lineations, and single-object or multi-object symbols. The
difference between single-object and multi-object symbols is shown in Fig. 11
Fig. 12 shows an overview of the different possible workflow script sequences for
each type of symbol. Only the final lead scripts produces measurement data, but the first
few scripts and their accompanying modules are required in this workflow in order to
populate parameters needed to run the final lead script. Each lead script, except for the
first, uses the results of the previous script to populate its required parameters, and it is
this interdependence that creates the mutable, but complicated nature of the scripts
mentioned above. Such a detailed setup will potentially facilitate fitting these scripts to
new datasets in future data recovery projects, thereby making the scripts more useful for
the scientific community.
All datasets will first be modified by the settingdipandlength lead script in step 1 of Fig.
12, which creates the Length field, populated by the length of each geometry, the
coordinates of the centroid of each object, and an unpopulated field for the dip
measurement. This could all have been done manually, but the script automates the
process and can run on all the shapefiles simultaneously, saving considerable time.
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a.

b.
Figure 11 Shows two different measurements with each object composing each symbol being highlighted
in separate snapshots. The first symbol is a multi-object symbol shown in (a) and (b) where the
measurement is represented by a primary object highlighted in (a) and an accessory object highlighted in
(b). The primary object is the longer object because its centroid is the location that future symbols
representing this measurement should be centered on. These two objects have no affinity except for their
location next to each other on the map. (c) Shows in contrast a single-object symbol where there is only one
object representing this measurement.
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c.
Figure 11 Shows two different measurements with each object composing each symbol being highlighted
in separate snapshots. The first symbol is a multi-object symbol shown in (a) and (b) where the
measurement is represented by a primary object highlighted in (a) and an accessory object highlighted in
(b). The primary object is the longer object because its centroid is the location that future symbols
representing this measurement should be centered on. These two objects have no affinity except for their
location next to each other on the map. (c) Shows in contrast a single-object symbol where there is only one
object representing this measurement.

The next set of lead scripts, the Preliminary Analysis scripts (step 3 of Fig. 12), of
which only one that matches the dataset will be used, requires parameters determined
from a user analysis of the results of the Length field (see Appendix B and step 2 of Fig.
12), but is only necessary for multipart symbols which require more parameters in the last
script. This script produces the AngleDif, NumSel, and WitDist Fields, the uses for which
can be found in Appendix B.
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Figure 12 Shows the overview of the arcpy workflow created in this project, including all the lead-scripts
and modules used in each of the four different workflow paths. 1. First the Settingdipandlength lead script
code is used on all datasets simultaneously to create the populated Length and empty Dip fields. 2. The
Length field can be analyzed to determine parameters required for the future scripts, such as the LenMin
and LenMax, as well as any constraints on vertical measurements. Before moving onto step 3, the user will
have to determine which of the four workflows the data matches, either foliation or lineation, and multiobject or single-object. However, the single-object paths skip steps 3 and 4. For multi-part objects, steps 3a
& 3b, for foliations and lineations respectively, involve using the preliminary analysis lead scripts, that run
either three or two modules on each dataset or shapefile being worked on at a time. In 3a. the
Foli_Prelim_Analysis runs the WithinDist, SelectedNumber and AngleDifference modules on multi-object
foliation datasets. In 3b, the Line_Prelim_Analysis runs the LineWithinDist and LineSelectedNumber, the
lineation equivalents of the WithinDist and SelectedNumber foliation modules on multi-object lineation
datasets. 4a. & 4b. These modules themselves create fields, one for each module, with values that must be
used to populate the parameters of the Working Code lead scripts in step 5. Thus, in step 4 of either of the
foliations or lineations workflows, the user must determine the necessary parameter values from the results
of the preliminary analysis and input them into the correct working code script. 5a. & 5b. Depending on
whether the current dataset contains multi-object or single-object measurements, the user will specify the
either the number 1 or number 2 modules respectively in the working code lead script. Then once the
modules and necessary parameters are selected and entered, the lead script can be run, producing the final
azimuth measurement data. 6a. & 6b. Depending on whether there are multiple types of structural
geological measurements in the dataset will determine whether or not the SymbologyModule should be
used or not. If not, the symbiology values should be manually entered during post script processing.
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Finally, the appropriate Working Code script (step 5 & 6 of Fig. 12) must be run
using the parameters determined by both previous lead scripts, the second only if
applicable, and in this case produces the final results of the arcpy portion of the
workflow.
An overview of the functioning of the final lead script, Working Code Foliations
is shown in Fig. 13, which shows the code as run on foliations with multipart symbols.
The other lead scripts follow similar logic, but are often less complicated, making this
script a good representative example. The greyed-out modules are those that would be
used on single-object symbols. Each module is ultimately responsible for determining the
correct value for one field, and in this case those fields are the DipDir field, the dip
direction of the measurement, the Results field, a value used to assess the degree of
success with which the code calculated the dip direction, and the Type field, the type of
structural measurement the symbol represents, which ultimately is used to determine the
measurement’s symbolic representation in the final map.
However, the type field was often manually populated, since the module that
calculates the type was made to distinguish multiple types of structural measurements, for
example magmatic, solid-state, and bedding for foliation. In most cases however, only
one type of measurement was in the shapefile, making it easier to leave the parameter
symbology set to False so that the type module does not run, and instead the type value
of all the symbols were populated with one value manually.
An example of how a module works is given in Fig. 14, which illustrates the
workings of two modules (Foliation Module 1, and Foliation Notes 1), which return the
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Figure 13 This image illustrates both the inputs, and parts making up the Working Code Foliations script as
run with datasets with multi-part measurements. 1. The user inputs the correct parameter values and gives
the correct module path locations. The parameter values are collected from previous lead scripts, as
discussed above and in Appendix B, and once the values have been entered, the script is run. 2. The script
opens the modules and reads them along with the other parameters. 3. Next the script creates the fields in
the shapefile currently being worked on. 4. The calculate field tool runs for each field using the parameters
and the correct module of the three for that field. 5. Thus, at this point, each field should be populated with
the correct values, subject to further inspection and processing.

DipDir and Results fields. Again, these modules were selected because they are among
the most complex, and thus they broadly illustrate the logic encompassed within all the
other modules, including those for the preliminary analysis, which are really just
composed of parts of this module.
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Figure 14 Illustrates the mechanics driving the Foliations Module/Notes 1 arcpy code and breaks up the
logic into 17 steps. The rigid lines show progression in the workflow with any data being transferred when
the beginning of the line is reached, while curved lines show the movement of data out of sequence in the
workflow, where the data is only moved once the destination of the arrow is reached. The purple lines
indicate that only a single record is being acted on or moved in that step. Green lines indicate that a batch
of data is being processed or moved, one record at a time. Pink lines indicate that a batch of data is being
moved altogether. 1. First the intable, or shapefile currently being processed in the workflow must be open
within ArcMap, where the script is to be run, before the code can be run. 2. Starting in on the script, the
non-primary objects in the dataset are filtered by their length, if they are outside the range set by LenMin
and LenMax. If they are filtered out, in step 3b., they receive a code of 4000 in each module, and no more
logic is performed on them. If instead, the objects’ length are within the required range set by the user, step
3a. commences and their directions are calculated by trigonometry. 4. Ninety degrees are added to the
calculated angle to obtain the dip direction, or the angle opposite the dip direction. 5. Two shape layers are
created from the input dataset, PairedCheck8 and Shapelyr, which contain every object but the one
currently being iterated over in the calculatefield tool, and only that object respectively. 6. The script makes
a cursor object out of the PairedCheck8 layer, and retrieves the length and true centroid coordinates for the
objects inside the cursor object. The script then uses these attributes to filter out all the objects of about the
same length as the object that is currently being iterated over, and also filter out all objects whose centorids
not within a parameter-specified distance of the centroid of the object being iterated over. 7. The remaining
objects are places into a list, items[] ([] indicate a python list). 8. The length of that list is checked. If the
length of the list is not equal to sfactor5, the parameter specifying the correct number of accessory objects
with each primary object, then step 8a. determines the direction and reverse direction, degreeb and degreec,
of the centroid of the object being iterated over to the centroid of each matching object. 8b. With the
boundary between 0 and 360 degrees being accounted for by logic that checks if the calculated dip
direction is within a meaningful distance of either of those two values, the script check to see if any of the
objects have either such angles that are within sfactor2 number of degrees from the previously calculated
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dip direction. If so, then that object is likely a matching object and is placed within a new list, results[]. 9.
The length of the list is tested again, and if it still is not the correct length, then the same test as in step 8 is
performed, this time looking for angles that are within a second set range of the dip direction. The only
time that step 9 was used in this project was when there were two consistent sets of angles between
correctly matching objects, those that were within 1 degree of either the calculated dip direction or reverse
dip direction, or those that were consistently between 5-6 degree less than one of those azimuths. Thus, for
that data set within this project, the parameters for step 9 caused the script to look for angles that were
between 5 and 6 degrees less than the calculated dip direction or reverse dip direction. 10. Finally, in the
case where the measurement is showing a vertical dip, the angle for the correct matching objects could be
nearly any value, because in that case the centroids are sitting on top of each other. Thus, if the correct
number of objects have still not been selected by step 10, the cursor is reproduced using the complete
geometry, and the number of objects within it are narrowed down just as in step 6 and 7. Then the angles
degreeb and degreec are produced using the endpoint instead of the centroid of the potential matches, that
does not have the potential problem of sitting on top of the primary object’s centroid in vertical
measurements. If the measurement really is vertical, then this procedure will let the script recognize the
correct matching objects. 11. As soon as the correct number of matching objects are found in either items[]
or results[], or if the end of step 10 is reached without finding the correct number, step 11 makes sure that
the selected items are put within results[] if they are not already there. 12. If the length of results still does
not equal the correct number, then the Foliation Module 1 returns the calculated dip direction and the
Foliation Notes 1 returns the number of items found in the Results field as a warning message, meant to be
used by the user to manually correct the dip direction as needed. 13. If the number is correct, the script
further checks if any of the matching objects are within the length ranges set for vertical measurements. If
so, then Foliation Module 1 returns the strike of the measurement as there is no dip direction, and the
Foliation Notes 1 returns within the Results field the message “Vertical.” 14. The Notes script returns
“Success” in the Results field. Meanwhile, the Module script creates a geometry object out of the Shapelyr
object, the layer created in step 5, containing only the object currently being iterated over, and it creates a
point geometry object at the position of the centroid of the first object in the results[] list. In step 15., the
script then tests whether the point geometry object is situated to the right of the geometry object using the
database defined first and last points for the geometry object to determine its direction. Thus, if the test
returns true, the dip direction is correct, if false, then 180 degrees is added to the measurement to correct it.
16. Finally, the script makes sure that the dip direction is a number between 0 and 360, and if not adds or
subtracts 360 as appropriate to make sure that it returns a correct azimuth in step 17. 17. The final azimuth
is returned as the field value for the object being iterated over.
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Some notable parts of the module are described here. The second step in the script
as seen in Fig. 14, and the first piece of logic within every module created for this project,
is the logic that filters all the non-primary objects within the dataset by their lengths if
they are outside of the set LenMin and LenMax range. The pieces filtered out are either
all those that do not represent a measurement, or if part of a group together representing a
measurement, are not the primary piece chosen to represent the whole measurement.
These objects were given the 4000 code within both their DipDir and Results fields as
seen in step 3b to distinguish them from 0-360 degree angles and other results.
In step 3a, for the geometries not filtered out, the azimuth direction, or strike of
the object is calculated using trigonometry. 4. Then ninety degrees are added to that
direction to obtain the dip direction, which by the convention of the righthand rule is
always ninety degrees greater than the strike.
However, at this point, the dip-direction as measured may not be pointing in the
correct direction because the direction of the line was determined by which end of the
line was recorded as the start, and which end of the line was recorded as the end within
the dataset ArcGIS is reading. The resulting direction could be the correct strike
direction, or 180 degrees away, as shown on Fig. 15. The rest of the logic within the
module seeks the correct strike by identifying the side of the object that is the dipdirection symbol. It should be noted that these accessory object(s) are filtered out from
going through this process by step 2, and thus have a 4000 code instead of a dip direction,
as discussed previously.
Also, a similar problem arises when searching for the trend of a lineation. This
involves searching for the accessory object(s), and determining the correct direction using
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Figure 15 This image shows the correct (green) and incorrect (red) directions for the selected primary
object in light blue, with respect to its accessory object below it in dark blue. The arcpy script must be able
to recognize the position of the accessory object in order to choose the correct (green) direction for the
primary object.

their position in reference to the primary object’s position. The method changes when
only a single-object represents each measurement, but the concept is similar, involving
checking that the additional mass associated with the direction of the dip in the case of
foliations or the trend in the case of lineations is in the predicted position, which if it is
not, the measured direction is reversed.
In step 8, after a list of the nearest matching accessory objects has been generated,
the length of the list must be checked to see if it contains the expected number of
matches. This is because overlapping measurements can sometimes bring unrelated
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accessory objects closer to the primary object than the correct accessory object. It should
be noted that there are often more than one correct matching objects, because, when the
vectors were exported from Canvas into ArcMap, sometimes multiple, overlapping
accessory objects were placed on top of each other. These objects have identical
positions, and usually identical or nearly identical shapes, meaning that which objects is
selected as the accessory object is unimportant, yet the presence of multiple objects does
have important implications for the logic at several points within this workflow. Thus, if
the number of objects in items[] (brackets indicate a python list) is equal to the number
of objects expected to match as part of the same symbol with the object being iterated
over, then the rest of steps 8, 9, and 10, which are meant to further distinguish the correct
matching object, are skipped and step 11 is started. Otherwise, if more than the correct
number of matching objects are found, then the script attempts to distinguish between
them and choose the correct object(s) following the rest of step 8 and possibly 9 and 10.
At the beginning of these last two, the same test looking for the correct list length is
performed before the step is started to determine if the rest of this part of the logic can be
skipped, but with the results[] list which is populated by any records that passes the tests
in 8, 9, and 10, instead of the items[] list.
Notice here that a critical assumption in my code is that if the correct number of
objects is selected, then those objects are the correct matching objects for the current
object being iterated over, and that unrelated objects have not matched where related
objects failed to do so. Within all the datasets of this project, this assumption has so far
been found valid, but it is possible that in future high-density datasets this assumption
might not hold true. A situation where this could occur is if the centroids of objects in
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overlapping measurements were arranged such that the centroid of one secondary object
was closer to the centroid of an unrelated primary object whose own matching object was
just, by chance, outside of the set distance from it. Thus, the script performs as though it
has found the correct matching set, when it has in fact mismatched the objects, and thus
potentially returned the wrong direction. This situation can usually be avoided by
checking for the farthest legitimately matching object when determining the WithinDist
parameter as discussed in Appendix B, but might still occur in high density data where
the script “misses” the farthest matching objects. Thus, it was important to check
suspicious cases where too many accessory objects where found during the preliminary
analysis (Appendix B).
One thing to note about step 10, as shown within Fig. 14, is that it is essentially a
last resort that is designed for cases where the script cannot distinguish the correct
accessory object due to the measurement being vertical with incompatible geometry for
prior tests in steps 9 & 8. It remakes the cursor object and calls upon complete geometries
for all the records in the dataset (see description of Fig. 14), an operation that is
computationally very costly. Within this project, step 10 was used so infrequently that it
did not noticeably slow down the script processing time.
Within step 13, the script checks for vertical measurements by searching for
accessory object lengths within a range specified by inputted parameters. If the
measurement is vertical, the Results field is returned as Vertical, and the DipDir field
returns the strike, although the correct direction of the strike in this situation is relative,
and is thus just returned as the first direction calculated. There are a few places where
horizontal measurements occurred as a circle with a cross in this project. Because these
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are so uncommon, we did not write a script to recognize them, and so they were manually
identified and marked as horizontal.
Part 5 – Extracting Data from Text Objects in the Canvas Layers
The next challenge in this project after recognizing the correct strike/dip, and
trend/plunge directions was to extract the value of the text objects associated with each
measurement given the dip angle in the case of foliations, and the plunge angle in the
case of lineations. Some of the foliation and lineation measurements were also associated
with certain station numbers. These text objects would not export out of the Canvas X file
with the shapefiles, so were exported as GeoPDF files. Thus, the next part of the project
involved extracting this information using FME (Feature Manipulation Engine)
workbench, a software application useful for transforming geospatial data or databases.
This part of the workflow was split into two separate workflows in the program.
The goal of the first was to create a point object with the number attribute(s) attached,
and in the second part was to assign the number attribute(s) to either the Dip or Plunge
and Station fields in the shapefiles containing line objects with the directional
information added by the arcpy code in the previous step. Matching the point objects and
the line objects from the previous step was performed by pairing the lines with the point
objects closest to their centroids. However, since the data in the GeoPDF was
consistently offset either during the export from Canvas X, or during the import into
FME workbench by about 76 meters or 76.156 meters East and 9.618 meters South, it
had to be affined in step 11 of Fig. 18 to approximately the correct position so that the
point objects matched with the correct line objects.
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The first workflow consisted of attaching each of the text objects to the correct
geometry object. This process was complicated to perform, even manually, as the data
density was commonly so high that the text object was placed at some distance from its
matching measurement symbol such as shown in Fig. 16. In other cases, there were too
many (Fig. 17) or too few numbers for the symbols, and they cannot easily be assigned to
a distant unmatched symbol. The only way to figure out the correct matches was to use
the process of elimination where all the most obvious matches were made first, and the
process continued until the least obvious matches were made. However, while the
solution often became obvious using this method, it sometimes involved a limited degree
of interpretation and guesswork. The best way to automate this process would have been
to implement an optimization of bipartite graphics such as the Hungarian algorithm, also
known as the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm. Budig et al. (2016) created their own algorithm
to perform the same function. However, this method was outside of the scope of this
project, so as a substitute, the workflow implemented a “waterfall approach” shown as
steps 6, 7 and 8 of Fig. 18.
The waterfall approach involved matching each text object with its closest symbol object,
step 6, but if multiple text objects chose the same symbol object, it only allowed the
closest match to process, step 7. These successful matches were removed from the
remaining pool of unmatched text and symbol objects, step 8, and then the process would
start over, allowing the unmatched symbols to find the next closest text objects and so on,
each time only allowing the closest matches through when more than one symbol chose
the same text object. This process occurred about five times until the maximum number
of matches possible with this method was made. The workflow involved using the text
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Figure 16 The above image shows both a raster image of a set of magmatic foliation measurements from
the Murray Sp layer, seen as the black symbols and text, and the shapefile vectors on top of this image, of
which only the green numbers, showing their assigned dip field values are easily visible. The red circle and
arrow points out a case, found a handful of times across the six-thousand measurements, where the dip
symbol seems to be placed at some distance from its matching symbol, highlighted in blue. It may not be
obvious from this image, but all the other symbols around it, both on and off the image, are matched with
their text objects, leaving this unobvious pair unmatched. However, an alternative interpretation, shown in
yellow, is possible, where the 85 is matched with the symbol closest to it, and the 83 is instead the missing
match.

object to search for their matching geometries, instead of the other way around, due to
increases in accuracy with this method. Also, because in preliminary tests, in the case of
foliations, matching the text object to the accessory geometry rather than the primary
geometry was found to produce much better match results, the primary and accessory
parts of the symbols were first matched to one another (step 4 and 5 of Fig. 18), and the
text object matched with accessory geometry when possible (see step 6). To filter out
multiple accessory parts for the same symbols, the FeatureMerger tool replaced the
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Figure 17 This shows a portion of the raster image from the foliations layer where there is one too many
numbers for the number of symbols in range.

geometry of the primary object that had at least one accessory geometry with the
geometry of the first accessory object. In single-object cases, without accessory parts, a
point geometry representing the symbol’s centroid substituted for the accessory
geometry.
These successful matches were removed from the remaining pool of unmatched
text and symbol objects, step 8, and then the process would start over, allowing the
unmatched symbols to find the next closest text objects and so on, each time only
allowing the closest matches through when more than one symbol chose the same text
object. This process occurred about five times until the maximum number of matches
possible with this method was made. The workflow involved using the text object to
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Figure 18 This figure illustrates the general mechanism within the first FME workbench workflow. 1. The
GeoPDF exported out of the canvas document is imported as its separate layers. 2. Each object is given a
unique number by a counter tool, producing its identifying ID. 3. Then the workflow splits the objects into
text objects and geometries, while in 4., the geometry objects are themselves split into the primary objects
and the accessory objects, if applicable. 5. If the accessory objects were separated from a primary object,
then the accessory objects are matched to the primary objects, and obtain the unique identifier ID of their
primary object. A copy of the primary objects are actually given the geometry of their first accessory object
with their matching code, so as to effectively only have one accessory object for each primary object in the
next part of the workflow. 6. Then the workflow begins the waterfall process in which the nearest neighbor
secondary object for each text object is determined, but since the same accessory object can be matched
with more than one text object, in step 7., only each accessory object’s closest match is allowed forwards in
the workflow, and in step 8., the rest of the text objects are returned to the pool to be rematched with the
next closest text objects. Step 6-8 are repeated until no more matches can be made given a distance
constraint on the possible matches. Meanwhile in step 6a. all primary geometry line objects are transformed
into point objects located at the line’s centroid. 9. Then all the pairs matched in the waterfall process are
matched again to their primary objects using the unique identifier code obtained from the primary objects
when they were matched previously. 10. Thus, the text string from the text object attached to the secondary
object can be used to populate the Dip or Plunge fields of the primary object. 11. The primary object
needed to be affined about 76 meters to match the position of the objects in the shapefiles modified by the
arcpy code (see the text). 12. Finally, the Stations 2 layer was manually checked and corrected before
commencing the second FME workflow.

search for their matching geometries, instead of the other way around, due to
increases in accuracy with this method. Also, because in preliminary tests, in the case of
foliations, matching the text object to the accessory geometry rather than the primary
geometry was found to produce much better match results, the primary and accessory
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parts of the symbols were first matched to one another (step 4 and 5 of Fig. 18), and the
text object matched with accessory geometry when possible (see step 6). To filter out
multiple accessory parts for the same symbols, the FeatureMerger tool replaced the
geometry of the primary object that had at least one accessory geometry with the
geometry of the first accessory object. In single-object cases, without accessory parts, a
point geometry representing the symbol’s centroid substituted for the accessory
geometry.
The next few steps are implemented because the primary objects would be able to
better match the position of their equivalent line objects from the arcpy modified dataset,
and thus pass the dip, plunge, and station measurements on to them when combining the
two datasets. First, back in step 6a, the primary line was transformed into a point object at
its centroid. Then, before the workflow ended in step 9 and 10, the numbers assigned to
the accessory objects representing the dip or plunge measurements were given to the
matching primary point objects.
This process of passing on text information is performed within the second workflow
shown in Fig. 19. Essentially, the workflow uses the neighbor finder tool to find the
nearest matches between the point objects containing the text information, and the
centroids of the line objects containing the directional information, and then assigns that
text information, which is the dip or plunge to the Dip or Plunge fields for that line object
(step 3a, and 4 in Fig. 19). However, in the cases where the measurement was vertical,
there was no text object associated with the symbol as the value was understood to be 90
degrees. Thus, within the workflow at step 2 in Fig. 19, before matching the two datasets,
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Figure 19 This figure illustrates the general mechanics found within the second FME workbench workflow.
1. The two datasets to be combined within the workflow are imported, one containing point objects with the
text string describing the measured dip and plunge, and the other containing line objects with azimuthal
measurement information. 2. The vertical measurements that do not have a matching point object with text
from the normal measurements are split. 3a. The neighbor finder tool is used to find the nearest point object
neighbor for each line object. Each point object should only match one line object and vice versa. 4. The
matched point object’s text string is used to populate the dip or plunge field of the line objects. 3b. All
vertical measurements are instead assigned a dip or plunge of 90°. 5. Dr. Johnson’s measurements, which
are associated with stations in the Stations 2 dataset, are separated from the rest of the data along with
Stations 2. 6. Each of Dr. Johnson’s measurements are associated with their nearest station in Stations 2
using Neighbor Finder, where a station can be matched with more than one measurement. 7. The matched
station numbers populate the Station field of Dr. Johnson’s data. All the data is combined again, with all the
line data now having dip or plunge values and, where appropriate, station numbers. 9. Finally all of the data
is manually checked against background georeferenced images of the data from the Canvas document. The
dip, strike, and stations numbers are all checked, and some of the azimuths are randomly checked.

I separated the records labeled as vertical within their results field, and then in step 3b,
assigned their dip field to be equal to 90.
The same method was used to populate the Station field where appropriate. First
however, the Station 2 dataset had gone through all the same steps as the other textbearing points: its text objects containing the station numbers added to the station points
in the first FME workflow shown in Fig. 18 just like the rest of the point objections
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containing text information. At this point, at step 12 in Fig. 18, the accuracy of the
assignments in the stations 2 dataset was checked using a method described below in Part
7, before using the Stations 2 dataset in the second FME workflow. Then, in the second
FME workflow of Fig. 19, its station numbers were added to the original Stations 2
shapefile in steps 3a and 4 of Fig. 19 to increase the spatial accuracy of the stations just
like all the other geometry points passed their text information to their matching
geometries modified by the arcpy scripts. However, at this point, in a process nearly
identical to that just described for transferring the dip and plunge, Dr. Johnson’s
measurements were separated out in the workflow, in step 5 of Fig. 19, so that these
stations were not matched with measurements from datasets not associated with the
stations. Then the measurement data were associated with their stations in the Station 2
dataset by finding the nearest station point object within a maximum of a 120 meter
radius (step 6), and assigning the matched station number to the Station field of the line
objects (step 7).
Part 6 – Data Extraction Manual Accuracy Check
Part 6 of the workflow involved checking the accuracy of what has been produced
by every previous step of the workflow and contains the last step of Fig. 19, step 9.
After the text information had been assigned to the measurement data in the
previous step, we checked all the number assignments manually, by comparing the
matched data within ArcMap with underlying raster images of the numbers and symbols,
also extracted in part 3, in order to verify that the waterflow method had assigned the
correct numbers and station number to the correct measurement symbols, and also that
the correct point and line objects were matched between datasets. In most of the datasets,
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between 80-95% of the numbers were correctly assigned, although in one shapefile or
dataset, over 50% of the assignments were incorrect. For reference, the algorithm that
Budig et al. (2016) used had a success rate of 96% on the datasets they used it on. The
station numbers had a similar, if not slightly higher success rate. The incorrect
assignments were manually corrected here, and this comprehensive check of the data
provided a good opportunity to verify the accuracy of the arcpy operations.
To perform the check, each individual layer of data within the original Canvas
document was exported as a geospatial gif image, including the stations layer. Then in
ArcMap, each gif was opened with its associated shapefile dataset and the stations gif,
and the dataset was labeled with its dip or plunge and, if applicable, its station number.
Then these numbers were checked against the numbers on the gif images, with any
applicable changes being made as necessary. The check was comprehensive, covering
every single record in the project. At the same time, a number of azimuths where checked
from various datasets, and where found to be accurate. Of course, almost all the data had
also been sampled in this way when the azimuths were being calculated with the arcpy
code, and except for some of the cases caught by the Results field, all the angles were
found to be accurate during both stages of checking.
The Results field, populated by the companion code to the Foliation/Lineation 1
Module script, the Foliation/Lineation Notes 1, was designed, amongst other things, to
determine if the script could not identify the correct accessory object(s) for the primary
object. The few cases where this occurred within the project required manual analysis and
correction, and the process was an efficient way of handling exceptions or difficult cases.
Of course, this method makes a number of assumptions that would prevent the script
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from misidentifying the wrong accessory objects as the correct ones, and while such a
mistake could not be ruled out, it is highly unlikely for the reasons discussed within the
section on the arcpy script.
Another area of concern is the offset in the position of the data when it was
exported as a shapefile, versus a GeoPDF. Such a discrepancy raises concern about
which, if either, set of exported data is correctly located. However, throughout the
workflow, the position of points of the geospatial data were cross referenced with the
precise position of those same points in the Canvas file, showing that the shapefiles were
correctly located and the GeoPDF had been offset.
Part 7 – Editing Geological Unit Polygons
Because the vectors representing geological units were made in software applications that
did not allow for advanced editing abilities, and they had changed between file types a
few times before arriving in the Canvas X, many of the units required heavy editing. Part
7, therefore, included aligning the shapes to each other (see Fig. 2), cutting out other
shapes so that each unit was accurately displayed, whichever order the shapefiles were
opened in, and creating new polygons for missing units. We found a combination of the
Align to Shape and Construct Polygon tools under the advanced editing toolbar to be the
most useful methods of performing these tasks.
Part 8 – Final Organization and Formatting of Data
In part 8, FME workbench was used to perform final organization and formatting
on the data. First, the data were split into foliations and lineations to be put into two final
shapefiles, or datasets, and the attributes, summarized in Table 3, found in each dataset
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were created and organized. A few notable additions were the Source Lyr field,
containing the original layer name that the data was found in within the source Canvas
file and then exported as to a shapefile, the Strike field in the foliations shapefile, equal to
the dip direction field minus 90 degrees, the Trend and Plunge fields in the lineations
shapefile, which replaced the DipDir and Dip fields, and the addition of Horizontal and
Vertical to the Type field where applicable. The Strike field was equal to the DipDir
value with vertical measurements, and the dip direction field for vertical and both the dip
direction and strike for horizontal measurements were not equal to anything and thus
were set to the 5000 code. All unnecessary fields for the final dataset product were
removed here, including the Results field, and any of the accessory fields used to
populate the arcpy script parameters.
Table 3 This table gives descriptions on each of the fields added to the Foliations and Lineations shapefiles.
This does not include the FID and Shape fields automatically included with all ESRI shapefiles.

The mapped rock units were also combined and organized within FME
workbench into one final shapefile, the Geological Units shapefile. The shapefile has a
Unit field, and an optional Complex field as shown in Table 4. The unit field was usually
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populated by their source shapefile name, except where abbreviated. The major
exceptions to this were the MMt zone layer, which contained several different units that
were entered manually, as well as a few layers that needed more descriptive names. The
Complex field was manually populated if the part of a unit belonged to a magmatic
complex such as the Zarza Complex, the San José pluton, or the Cerro de Costilla
complex.
Table 4 This table gives descriptions on each of the fields added to the Geological Units shapefile. This
does not include the FID and Shape fields automatically included with all ESRI shapefiles.

The mapped rock units were also combined and organized within FME
workbench into one final shapefile, the Geological Units shapefile. The shapefile has a
Unit field, and an optional Complex field as shown in Table 4. The unit field was usually
populated by their source shapefile name, except where abbreviated. The major
exceptions to this were the MMt zone layer, which contained several different units that
were entered manually, as well as a few layers that needed more descriptive names. The
Complex field was manually populated if the part of a unit belonged to a magmatic
complex such as the Zarza Complex, the San José pluton, or the Cerro de Costilla
complex.
Part 9 – Vector Warp
This part involves the final warping of the vector data to move it as close as
possible to its correct position as located on the earth. A total of 30 control points placed
at the intersections of grid vectors representing lines of latitude and longitude were
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established. Then control points where placed so that the vector grid intersections were
brought closer to their correct locations. Before the transformation, the control points
ranged from between 7-105 meters offset from their true positions. For example, starting
in the northeast corner and traveling around all the corners clockwise, the measured
errors were 7, 105, 103, and 54 meters of offset. The transformation used was the
projective transformation, because it performed better than both the affine, and
rubbersheet transformations. Likewise, the similarity transformation was inappropriate to
use because it preserves geometrical shapes, an unnecessarily, and perhaps undesirable
feature for this dataset. A second transformation, using either another projective, or the
rubbersheet method was attempted on top of the first, but this seemed to increase the
transformation error.
The final transformation error varied from about 32 meters to 5 meters from their
true positions. However, some of the low error positions, such as the control point of the
northeast corner of the map lost accuracy, going from 7 meters to 20 meters. The
program thus seemed unable to find a perfect solution for transforming the data, a fact
that was emphasized by the failure of subsequent attempted transformations. It also had
the effect of spreading the remaining error more evenly across the map.
Part 10 – Transformation from NAD27 to WGS84
The final part of editing the data was performing the transformation from the
outdated NAD 1927 datum to the more modern WGS 1984 datum. WGS 1984 is a
modern, globally used datum, that is also commonly used for Mexico and Baja California
Norte. This transformation did not actually move the data, but rather gave it new
coordinates under a different definition.
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To perform the registration transformation, another script was used, Registration
Shift. Instruction for running it are found within Appendix C. This script opens all files
within the set workplace environment, and first defines their coordinate system to what
the user has determined it to be. This step was found necessary because, as Canvas X
exported the shapefiles, it defined their coordinate system in such a way that ArcGIS
could not recognized the definition. It is important that we determined the correct
coordinate system, so that the data received a coordinate system definition recognized by
ArcMap, but did not shift on the map. We verified that the data did not shift after the
definition by comparing the position of the original data to the data with the defined
coordinate system.
Next, a template file is called to easily select the correct target projection without
worrying about the syntax. The template file was produced by creating an empty
shapefile within ArcCatalog with the selected desired projection and datum: WGS 1984,
UTM zone 11N. The correct published transformation between datums should be used. In
this case, the
WGS_1984_(ITRF00)_To_NAD_1983 + NAD_1927_To_NAD_1983_NADCON
transformation was determined most appropriate over other simpler transformations such
as “NAD_1927_To_WGS_1984_18” because of it was the most accurate transformation
available for the lower 48 States and Mexico, the location of this map data (GeoNet,
2018; National Geodetic Survey, 2018).
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Part 11 – Producing the Geological Maps
The next to last part was to place the data into a presentable map format. Critical
for this was correctly displaying each type of structural measurement and the unit colors
for each type of rock. We used documentation and symbols from the FGDC Standard for
Geological Map Symbolization, and the GeMS Geologic Map Schema in order to
facilitate this process. Labels were added using the dip field of the foliations, and the
plunge field of the lineations. The Maplex label engine tool within the label toolbar was
used to place the label to the dip direction, and trend azimuth around the symbol, while
keeping the label horizontal. Because ArcMap cannot save assigned symbology into its
shapefiles, a single final map file was created, all the symbology assigned in that, and
then the map was copied to create each separate final map.
Part 12 – Archiving the Geological Data
The final part of the process involves uploading copies of the shapefiles
containing data within a system to archive them. Since shapefiles have recently become
an acceptable archive format for geospatial data (Christian Halsted, August 01, 2018), we
have elected to store our data within 5 files in that format. The data will be archived after
the completion of this thesis after the data is first presented in a publication. Once
archived, it will be available for future geologist’s and the public’s use.
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DISCUSSION

Suitability for the Arcpy Workflow for Use on Other Datasets and Transfer to other
Projects
One of the primary concerns of this thesis project has been developing a
workflow for saving legacy geological data in a digital format that could be implemented
in other situations. Efforts to make the arcpy code flexible and mutable have given that
portion of the workflow some potential for transfer to similar projects. However,
constraints in time and project scope have limited this potential. For example, datasets
made of heterogeneous symbols, where the primary and accessory parts varied in length
across the dataset, might render the scripts in this workflow useless, depending on the
severity of the difference. This situation only occurred mildly in one of the datasets in
this project, since, for the most part, I assume that during the dataset’s original creation,
the same symbol was created once, and then copied and rotated for every new
measurement. In the dataset where this had not universally occurred, a few symbols had
to be recognized and edited manually after being processed by the arcpy script. This was
because the worst-case scenario had occurred, and several of the primary lengths were
smaller than accessory object lengths, leaving the program unable to distinguish the two.
Luckily, most cases such as these can be caught during the first analysis of the object
lengths when distinguishing the correct size for the primary and accessory objects (see
step 2 of Fig. 12). If there are only a couple cases, their ID numbers can be written down,
and they can be edited after running the scripts, otherwise different methods should be
sought. If the objects have very variable length, but the primary and accessory lengths do
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not overlap, then the code should still work on them; however, the ability to recognize
vertical measurements and to use the symbiology module, which are both length
sensitive, might be compromised.
If the lengths of the parts are variable, the angles calculated in parts 8, 9, and 10
of Fig. 14 might also be variable, making those internal sorting analyses useless. In such
a case, the appropriate parameters described in Appendix B should just be set to zero and
the rest of the code will function, just with the Results field indicating more cases for the
user to come back to.
Other differences in the multi-object code, not discussed here, also exist that
would make it hard to transfer this workflow to analyze them. Overall, users should be
able to use the multi-objects dataset scripts in more scenarios than the single-object
workflow, because the parameters can tailor the first scripts to many different situations,
while the later required a much more creative and particular solution within its code. For
this reason, the same amount of mutability has not been implemented in the number 2
modules, due to the greater challenge in creating a flexible method that fits multiple
possible scenarios.
The mutability of the number 2 or single-object modules could be improved in
future work by setting up a better method of implementing a center of gravity analysis.
This could perhaps be performed by determining the relative position of the centroid of
each object to a line representing the measurement strike, created from two points found
within the first 5 % of the line length. New parameters might have to be set up to account
for different symbol shapes, such as to adjust the position of the second point used to
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create the reference line, though it is probably at the starting point and 5 % of the line
length would be sufficient in most cases.
The number 2 modules should also, in the future, be given the capacity to
recognize vertical and horizontal measurements. During the project, the need to do so
never arose. In this case, it would have been hard to do so using the same methodology
used in the multi-object code, since the lengths of the symbols were so variable in the
single-object datasets, and the previous methodology would have involved looking for
lengths distinct from the normal length. A similar discussion arises with implementing a
symbology module that worked for the single-object workflow. The need for it did not
arise during this project, and it would have involved different logic, so it was not
developed.
Error Accumulation and Product Accuracy
Another item worth discussing is the accuracy and uncertainties of the final
produced data. There are two broad sources contributing the most error to the data in this
project. The first is the error brought with the data at the beginning of the project. It
includes not only any of the error accumulated when collecting the data out in the field,
and then manually entering the data into the canvas for the first time, but also any error
created from moving the various layers through several different software and versions
before we digitized it in this project. For example, the part of the data collected by Melis
(2006), that was first digitized within Illustrator, and then transferred to ArcGIS, before
being put into Canvas, was offset from the rest of the data at the beginning of the project.
The image that the data was spatially aligned to consisted of a series of topographic maps
of the covered area that had been scanned on a drum roller and then tiled together within
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Canvas. However, the individual scanned topographic maps did not always align together
perfectly (see Fig. 9), and thus could have generated more error.
An area of preexisting error that has extended over into the error created during
this project was the addition of numbers as text objects describing each measurement’s
dip or plunge. In some datasets, these text objects where placed in such high density that
it was sometimes difficult, or in a few rare cases, near impossible, to associate each text
object with its correct measurement symbol. Although at the end of the automated
matching process in this project, we checked all 6185 records in some detail, making us
fairly confident in most matches, the large number of records to check could have
produced further mistakes. In the end, there were about two-dozen cases that were
difficult to match. We could have referred back to the original field notebooks for a few
of these problem measurements taken by Dr. Scott Johnson, but for the majority of the
two dozen measurements, we did not have access to the original field notes. However,
even if incorrectly matched, the values are mostly within ten to fifteen degree of each
other, and in similar locations, minimizing the harm caused by the error. Additionally,
during the comprehensive check, eighteen records were found not to even have matching
text objects, and were thus discarded, and other places contained too many text objects
for the number of symbols locally present. These mistakes raise the question if other
mistakes were also made when originally digitizing the data? If so, such unknown cases
are likely to have only affected a handful of measurements, like the cases with too few or
too many text objects.
The possible error introduced into the data during this project has already started
to be discussed above. The first possible area of concern, though, was in editing the
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contact between the geological units so that they became flush with each other. This had
already been done with these units before this project, but the boundaries were again
separated when the vertices count of the polygons was subsequently reduced. Thus, the
offsets as great as thirty-three meters already encompassed movement that the boundary
lines had undergone, and moving the boundary lines that much in this process probably
only added minimal error.
Two processes in particular could have been the source of additional error when
editing the contacts. One was a smoothing tool; however, the maximum allowable offset
could be specified, with only five meters allowed for large polygons, and two meters for
smaller polygons. The second was that the tools within ArcMap only allowed a surface to
be snapped onto an existing surface. Thus, when there was not preexisting lines
separating two contacts, one of the units had to snap onto the location on the other units,
instead of the units both meeting in the center of the distance between them. Such a bias
potentially moved the contact as much as 30 meters farther from its original position in
some cases. However, in many cases, the contacts of the units were not originally able to
be placed accurately enough for this introduced variation to make a difference in the final
product.
The next step with possible error is during the arcpy script azimuth analysis.
However, checks both during the procedure, as well as a comprehensive check after the
next procedure where random azimuths were verified suggest that there is very little
chance of error. The script is built with the Results field so that any records the script is
not confident about, the user manually corrects. The error associated with the next step of
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assigning dip and plunge numbers is very real but is minimized by a comprehensive
check of the values.
The last source for error comes when the vector objects were warped to better fit
their position within the coordinate system. The vector data, as discussed in the methods
section, can be matched to their true coordinates through a vector grid of latitude and
longitude lines. The accuracy of the grid lines are limited by the topographic map that the
data, including this grid, was drawn on top of, and indeed the lines could not be drawn so
that they remained both straight, and perfectly overlapped their matching crosshairs on
the topographic map. This error may have contributed to issues in the current step. The
points formed by the intersections between the latitude-longitude gridlines were each
variable distances, ranging from 7-105 meters, away from the true positions they
represented. However, ArcMap’s Spatial Adjustment transformation tool was not able to
bring these points to their true positions even after multiple transformations, and a
residual error of about 5-30 meters was left on each point. Given the scope of the map,
and the errors associated with the original map preparation though, it is unlikely that this
error significantly devalues the product.
FME Workbench Evaluation
Another area of discussion is the utility of the FME workbench program. This
program was required in this project in order to extract the text objects within the Canvas
X layers. However, it could also have performed many of the operations performed by
the arcpy script in the previous portion of the workflow. The potentially advantages are
that, once the user is familiar with the program, it is more intuitive to work with than the
arcpy script. Additionally, we found that there is a very strong and knowledgeable online
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support community for the product (find in references FME Knowledge Center), more so
than for either the Canvas X software, or even the several arcpy communities found
online (find in references: GIS Stack Exchange; GeoNet).
The workflow created within FME workbench only correctly assigned between
80-95% of the text objects to their symbols, requiring that the entire data set of 6185
records be manually scanned. It is uncertain if this part of the workflow is time efficient,
however the FME workflow substantially decreased the amount of time spent manually
editing these numbers, as correct matches quickly become obvious to the practiced eye,
and much less time is spent determining the obvious matches before trying to determine
the incorrect ones. There are only a lot of errors when the data becomes very dense, so
the efficiency of this method is greatest in spatially spread out data and decreases the
denser the dataset becomes. An algorithm meant to perform a similar function was
recently produced by Budig et al. (2016), which when tested had a success rate of 95%
and used a built-in sensitivity analysis to direct the user to only check the assignments of
the matches that the algorithm could have gotten wrong, thus vastly reducing the manual
processing time. A similar feature could be built into the FME workbench workflow in
the future, or future users of this workflow could try attaining the algorithm produced by
Budig et al. (2016).
However, we have not been able to produce as clearly a distributable product with
the FME workbench workflow because there appear to be no clear ways to input
parameters to adjust the workflow to other situations that might be found in different
datasets. Instead, it will be necessary for any new user to study the whole workflow
included with this project and adjust it themselves to fit their own projects. Additionally,
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FME workbench does require its own arcpy scripts to access its full range of capabilities,
although these were not needed for the relatively simple operations performed within it in
this project.
The cost of this additional program could be a deciding factor, which for the
permanent license, as of July 2018, ranged at the basic level from $2250 to $8100 for the
most comprehensive package. However, in addition to a 30-day free trial, there are
situations where a temporary free license will be given to certain individuals or non-forprofit institutions, that can demonstrate that their projects are not economic in nature.
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APPENDIX A: WORKFLOW FOR ASSIGNING A COORDINATE SYSTEM TO AN
UNREGISTERED MAP IN CANVAS X GIS 2017

We enabled GIS and chose my projection as UTM zone 11N and datum as
NAD27 within GIS > GIS Document Settings. Next we chose GIS > Choose Reference
Point, selecting the Latitude-Longitude cross mark zoomed in so the crosshairs took the
entire screen, and entered the correct location under New Location, and kept Preserve
objects positions unselected. Then under the Units toolbar, I found Drawing Scale >
Define custom scale, selected Do not scale existing objects, and then defined 1 n/d unit
on paper to be 240000 n/d in world. The relative accuracy of this process was verified by
checking the document coordinates using GIS > GIS Positioning at various other
hashmarks throughout the map.
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APPENDIX B: INSTRUCTIONS FOR ARCPY WORKFLOW FOR ASSIGNING
AZIMUTH DIRECTIONS TO THE STRUCTURAL GEOLOICAL DATA

The next few paragraphs walk through the workflow, summarized in Fig. 12, for
using the arcpy script built for this project in enough detail that future users will be able
to implement it.
Before beginning, all the modules should be placed in the same folder, unless they
have been divided, so that the module paths should only differ by the module name at the
end of the path. Similarly, one should place all shapefiles of interest in a folder identified
to be the workspace.
The first step is to run the Setting dipandlength code within the ArcMap
terminal. This code requires only one user input on line 9, the workspace path where all
the shapefiles containing the geological measurements are contained. The code can be
opened for editing within Notepad++, or a similar text editing software, and then after
providing the workspace path, copied whole into the python terminal within ArcMap
where the user will press enter one or a few time to run it. It will add attribute columns
containing empty dip and station fields, and the calculated length of each shape in meters
to each of the files within the workspace.
At this point it is important for the user to examine the objects in the shapefile and
determine, among other things, whether each measurement is represented by one solid
object, or two or more objects, as illustrated in Fig. 11. If it is only composed of one
object, the Prelim_Analysis code can be skipped, and the Working Code will use the
number 2 modules as will be discussed below. Simply record the range of lengths that
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Figure 12 Shows the overview of the arcpy workflow created in this project, including all the lead-scripts
and modules used in each of the four different workflow paths. 1. First the Settingdipandlength lead script
code is used on all datasets simultaneously to create the populated Length and empty Dip fields. 2. The
Length field can be analyzed to determine parameters required for the future scripts, such as the LenMin
and LenMax, as well as any constraints on vertical measurements. Before moving onto step 3, the user will
have to determine which of the four workflows the data matches, either foliation or lineation, and multiobject or single-object. However, the single-object paths skip steps 3 and 4. For multi-part objects, steps 3a
& 3b, for foliations and lineations respectively, involve using the preliminary analysis lead scripts, that run
either three or two modules on each dataset or shapefile being worked on at a time. In 3a. the
Foli_Prelim_Analysis runs the WithinDist, SelectedNumber and AngleDifference modules on multi-object
foliation datasets. In 3b, the Line_Prelim_Analysis runs the LineWithinDist and LineSelectedNumber, the
lineation equivalents of the WithinDist and SelectedNumber foliation modules on multi-object lineation
datasets. 4a. & 4b. These modules themselves create fields, one for each module, with values that must be
used to populate the parameters of the Working Code lead scripts in step 5. Thus, in step 4 of either of the
foliations or lineations workflows, the user must determine the necessary parameter values from the results
of the preliminary analysis and input them into the correct working code script. 5a. & 5b. Depending on
whether the current dataset contains multi-object or single-object measurements, the user will specify the
either the number 1 or number 2 modules respectively in the working code lead script. Then once the
modules and necessary parameters are selected and entered, the lead script can be run, producing the final
azimuth measurement data. 6a. & 6b. Depending on whether there are multiple types of structural
geological measurements in the dataset will determine whether or not the SymbologyModule should be
used or not. If not, the symbiology values should be manually entered during post script processing.
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encompasses all measurements in these files. This range will become the parameters
LenMin and LenMax used below. A good way to do this is to open the shapefile’s
attribute table, right click the head of the length column, and click either of the sort
options. Then browse quickly from top to bottom, treating unusually long or short lengths
with suspicion. Check that they are actually measurements by selecting them, and
clicking zoom to selected.
At this point it is important for the user to examine the objects in the shapefile and
determine, among other things, whether each measurement is represented by one solid
object, or two or more objects, as illustrated in Fig. 11. If it is only composed of one
object, the Prelim_Analysis code can be skipped, and the Working Code will use the
number 2 modules as will be discussed below. Simply record the range of lengths that
encompasses all measurements in these files. This range will become the parameters
LenMin and LenMax used below. A good way to do this is to open the shapefile’s
attribute table, right click the head of the length column, and click either of the sort
options. Then browse quickly from top to bottom, treating unusually long or short lengths
with suspicion. Check that they are actually measurements by selecting them, and
clicking zoom to selected.
For shapefiles that contain more than one object per measurement, the user will
need to choose which shape to use in order to best characterize the feature. In this project
that object was always the longest line because the centroid of that line probably lies
closest to the center of where the symbols representing the measurements where
supposed to be centered on. Then, by sorting the lengths again as above, the user should
be able to determine a range of lengths that include all the chosen pieces of each
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a.

b.
Figure 11 Shows two different measurements with each object composing each symbol being highlighted
in separate snapshots. The first symbol is a multi-object symbol shown in (a) and (b) where the
measurement is represented by a primary object highlighted in blue in (a) and an accessory object
highlighted in (b). The primary object is the longer object because its centroid is the location that future
symbols representing this measurement should be centered on. These two objects have no affinity except
for their location next to each other on the map. (c) Shows in contrast a single-object symbol where there is
only one object representing this measurement.
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c.
Figure 11 Shows two different measurements with each object composing each symbol being highlighted
in separate snapshots. The first symbol is a multi-object symbol shown in (a) and (b) where the
measurement is represented by a primary object highlighted in blue in (a) and an accessory object
highlighted in (b). The primary object is the longer object because its centroid is the location that future
symbols representing this measurement should be centered on. These two objects have no affinity except
for their location next to each other on the map. (c) Shows in contrast a single-object symbol where there is
only one object representing this measurement.

measurement in the shapefile and excludes all the other pieces. This range will become
the parameters LenMin and LenMax used below. Hopefully, there will only be as many
lengths in the shapefile as there are pieces in each measurement, give or take a few
meters variation. All outliers between these standard lengths, found in the sorted attribute
table, should be examined. Again, check that they are actually measurements by selecting
them, and clicking zoom to selected.
Sfactor1 is used for both single-object and multi-object (where multiple lines
compose the measurement symbol) scripts, though in the first case, it is a generic
buffering number used to take into account the slight variations in how different tools in
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ArcGIS measure distances, and therefore angles. For example, length measurements
taken with two different tools during this project were found to be as much as half a
meter different, and thus in this case a value of 1 will almost always suffice. Within the
multi-object workflow, the variation between lengths of the primary components, or the
difference between LenMin and LenMax will determine the value of sfactor1. Among
other uses, the sfactor1 parameter is used when pairing other accessory objects
representing the same measurement to the primary object. Since overlapping
measurements might lead to incorrect pairing, sfactor1 aids the process by excluding
object of the same effective size as the main set of objects, since these main objects
should only ever be paired with smaller objects making up the rest of the measurement
symbol. Ultimately, this means that sfactor1 should be large enough to cover the range of
the main object’s lengths’, but not so large as to overlap with and thus exclude any of the
accompanying smaller objects. If this is a possibility, it is essential to reduce the sfactor1
value so as to make sure than no smaller accessory objects are excluded, even if this
might allow for more incorrect pairing.
The final parameters that need to be determined at this point are the Verticlen1,
and Verticlen2. Hopefully, as the user has been browsing the sorted lengths in the dataset
being examined, any measurements representing vertical measurements would shown
lines with a distinct set of accessory line lengths from the accessory lines representing the
normal measurements. It is important to cover the range of lengths encompassing these
measurements in two parameters, the lower bound by Verticlen1 and the upper bound by
Verticlen2. Notice that this method only works on multi-object datasets, and the lengths
encompassed by these parameters need only describe one of the accessory objects
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consistently present with vertical measurements, even if more than one accessory object
is present with each measurement symbol.
Multi-object Workflow
These instructions will now walk through the rest of the steps required for
datasets with multiple objects representing each measurement (Fig. 12), and then will
briefly cover the same instructions for datasets with only one object per measurement in
the following section. The rest of the code, in both cases, uses a variety of modules, can
only handle shape files consisting of entirely lineation or foliation measurements (Fig.
12), and unlike the last script, can work on only one shapefile at a time. Since now we are
dealing with multi-objects datasets, the appropriate preliminary analysis code, either
Foli_Prelim_Analysis or Line_Prelim_Analysis, must be run, depending on whether
the measurements being worked on are foliations or lineations. Fig. 20 give an overview
of this portion of the workflow for both of the preliminary analysis workflows. Before
they can be run, they require input parameters to function correctly. There are a total of
7/8 parameters on lines 7-18/19. The first three LenMin and LenMax, and sfactor1 are
determined by examining the results of the length calculations in the previous step as
discussed above. The fourth parameter WithinDist should be a broad overestimate of the
maximum distance between the centroid of the selected main object making up each
measurement and the centroid(s) of the companion objects, and can be determined by
both visual estimates and using ArcMap’s measure tool to measure some of the farther
cases. If the different shapefiles are not widely different from each other this value could
stay the same across processing multiple shapefiles. For example, in this project,
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although the final WithinDist values ranged from 10-30 meter, setting the WithinDist to
40 for all the shapefiles was more than adequate for the Preliminary Analysis code.

Figure 20 This diagram shows the major elements composing the preliminary analysis portion of the
workflow for both foliations and lineations. The elements are organized in columns by category, and the
flow of information through the workflow progress from left to right in the figure. On the far left, are the
sources for the parameters which are discussed in depth in the text. The parameters, similarly discussed, are
in the next column, and are composed of LenMin, LenMax, sfactor1, WithinDist, the inTable, and 2-3
module paths. Notice that a preliminary overestimate of the WithinDist value is required as an input, but
also is produced in the output as WitDist, in order to determine a more accurate WithinDist value. Each of
the parameters are used in both the Foli_Prelim_Analysis and the Line_Prelim_Analysis, except for the fact
that three module paths are required for the first of these scripts, while only two are required for the second
one, because the first uses three modules, as can be seen under the module column, and the second uses two
modules. Finally, in the products of the process, under the populated fields column, on the far right of the
diagram, are the three fields created and populated by the process, WitDist, NumSel, and AngleDif, the last
of which is only created within the foliation workflow. WitDist is populated by both the WithinDist and the
LineWithinDist modules, and provides the distance of the nearest neighbor accessory object’s centroid
from its primary object’s centroid. NumSel, populated by the SelectedNumber and LineSelectedNumber
modules, shows the number of accessory objects found within a radius, equal to the preliminary WithinDist
value, from each primary object’s centroid. The AngleDif is populated by the Angle Difference module,
and shows the difference between the azimuth of the centroid of the primary object, to the centroid of one
of the accessory objects, and the forward or the back azimuth of the perpendicular to the primary line,
whichever yields a smaller angle.
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The fifth parameter, inTable is set as a string of the actual name of the shapefile
the user is currently working on within double quotations. The shapefile at this point
must be open within ArcMap. The last two or three parameters, which need only be filled
out once, are the path names to the modules that the Preliminary Analysis uses. The user
placed all the modules in a folder at the beginning of these instructions and must now
modify the pathname for each to the filename in that location so that the program can
open the correct modules.
The three modules produce three fields that can be used to determine the
parameters required if analyzing multi-object datasets with the next set of scripts, either
Working Code Foliations or Working Code Lineations. The components for this part
of the workflow are outlined in Fig. 21a and 21b, where 21a shows the scripts
functioning for multi-object datasets. The parameters for these scripts are inputted over
lines 9-36/11-33. The first module WithinDist or LineWithinDist creates a field
WithinDist within the attribute table that shows the distance between the centroid of the
main objects representing the measurement and the centroid of one of its potential
matches. There is no reason that the distance shown is for the correct matched object, but
in all cases in this project, the majority of the distances were correct. Using the sort
option, the user can again individually check a few outliers and record the WithinDist
parameter value for that particular shapefile to be slightly greater than that of the greatest
distance between legitimately matched objects recorded in the table. If the user misses a
few outliers, a later portion of the workflow should catch them and they can be manually
fixed.
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Figure 21a These diagrams show the major elements composing the Working Code portion of the workflow
for both foliations and lineations in both multi-object datasets (a) and single-object datasets (b). Greyed-out
elements are unused in that specific workflow. The elements are organized in columns by category, and the
flow of information through the workflow progress from left to right in the figures. On the far left, are the
sources for the parameters which are discussed in depth in the text. The parameters, similarly discussed, are
in the next column, and are composed of LenMin, LenMax, sfactor1, sfactor 2, 3, &4, sfactor5, WithinDist,
verticlen1, verticlen2 the inTable, Symbiology, and 2-3 module paths. Less parameters are required by the
single-object workflow as shown in (b) where the unused ones are greyed-out, however, grey paths coming
out of some of these unused parameters mark potential for future functionality in the single-object scripts.
Moving to the third column, Lead Script, the parameters are used in both the Working Code Foliations and
the Working Code Lineations lead scripts in order for them to correctly run their modules, shown in
column 4, with the sfactor2, 3, &4 and verticlen1 & 2 not being used for the lineations multi-object scripts
in (a). The lead script functions to pass on the required combination of parameters to each of its currently
active modules, and then run the modules to populate the output fields shown in column 5. Thus, the
products of the process, under the populated fields column on the far right of the diagram, are the four
fields, DipDir, Type, Results, and Trend, the first of which is only created within the foliation workflow,
and the last only within the lineation workflow. DipDir is the azimuth direction of the downdip
measurement of a foliation plane that the symbol is representing. The Trend also gives an azimuth
direction, but the direction of a lineation instead of a foliation dip. The Results field shows whether the
structural measurement was vertical, and if the module was or was not able to correctly determine the
direction of the measurement. The Type is the type of structural geological measurement the symbol
represents, such as magmatic foliation, bedding, or solid-state foliation, and regional lineation, magmatic
lineation, or intersection lineation.
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Figure 21b These diagrams show the major elements composing the Working Code portion of the
workflow for both foliations and lineations in both multi-object datasets (a) and single-object datasets (b).
Greyed-out elements are unused in that specific workflow. The elements are organized in columns by
category, and the flow of information through the workflow progress from left to right in the figures. On
the far left, are the sources for the parameters which are discussed in depth in the text. The parameters,
similarly discussed, are in the next column, and are composed of LenMin, LenMax, sfactor1, sfactor 2, 3,
&4, sfactor5, WithinDist, verticlen1, verticlen2 the inTable, Symbiology, and 2-3 module paths. Less
parameters are required by the single-object workflow as shown in (b) where the unused ones are greyedout, however, grey paths coming out of some of these unused parameters mark potential for future
functionality in the single-object scripts. Moving to the third column, Lead Script, the parameters are used
in both the Working Code Foliations and the Working Code Lineations lead scripts in order for them to
correctly run their modules, shown in column 4, with the sfactor2, 3, &4 and verticlen1 & 2 not being used
for the lineations multi-object scripts in (a). The lead script functions to pass on the required combination
of parameters to each of its currently active modules, and then run the modules to populate the output fields
shown in column 5. Thus, the products of the process, under the populated fields column on the far right of
the diagram, are the four fields, DipDir, Type, Results, and Trend, the first of which is only created within
the foliation workflow, and the last only within the lineation workflow. DipDir is the azimuth direction of
the downdip measurement of a foliation plane that the symbol is representing. The Trend also gives an
azimuth direction, but the direction of a lineation instead of a foliation dip. The Results field shows whether
the structural measurement was vertical, and if the module was or was not able to correctly determine the
direction of the measurement. The Type is the type of structural geological measurement the symbol
represents, such as magmatic foliation, bedding, or solid-state foliation, and regional lineation, magmatic
lineation, or intersection lineation.
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The second module, SelectedNumber or LineSelectedNumber, creates a field
SelectedNum within the attribute table that shows the number of objects within the first
WithinDist value, in this case 40 meters of each main object. Again, some of the main
objects will find too many potential pairs, but in this project, the majority found the
correct number of associated objects. That number will become the parameter sfactor5.
The third module, AngleDifference, only occurs with the Foliation code, and
creates the AngleDif field within the attribute table, which shows the angle difference of
the primary object’s centroid to one of the paired object’s centroids from the closest angle
perpendicular to the strike of the primary object. Again, in this case, the majority of the
results in the field are correct, and thus when consistent, the parameter sfactor2 can be set
as that resulting value.
However, sometime there is more than one common angle from the centroid of
the primary object to that of the accessory object, so this code has functionality built in it
to handle two different correct angles. The first parameter given above, sfactor2, is used
in a test that checks for angles the value of sfacotr2 degrees to either side of the closest
angle perpendicular to the strike of the main object. However, the next test looks for an
angle between sfactor3 and sfactor4 from the closest angle perpendicular to the strike of
the main object, where sfactor3 gives the lower limit of the range, and sfactor4 the upper
limit. For example, an sfactor3 of -6 and sfactor4 of -5 would look for angles between 6-5
degrees less than the angle of the closest perpendicular to the strike. The user must take
care when assigning these two parameters that they will cover the correct range to select
the target angles shown in the AngleDif field.
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Most of the remaining parameters Sfactor1, LenMin, LenMax are all the same as
used for the Preliminary Analysis scripts, unless the user believes that the values they
used for that part of the workflow were selected wrong and need to be adjusted.
Similarly, the inTable value should be the same, and the Verticlen1 and Verticlen2 if set
at the beginning of the workflow should also be entered. The Module path names need to
be set to use the new modules required by the Working Code script. In the case that we
are currently following for multi-objects, the user would use the number1 set of modules:
FoliationModule1, FoliationNotes1, LineModule1, and LineNotes1.
Finally, if there is more than one type of lineation or foliation measurement in a
single-object dataset, then the Symbiology parameter must be set from False to True.
Additionally, the length of characteristic accessory object for each of the types of
measurements must be inputted as the parameters typeA1, typeA2, typeB1, etc between
lines 95-107 and 75-86. Here the first of the two parameters such as A1 and B1 should
specify the lower limit of the length, and the second of the two parameters, A2 and B2
should specify the upper limit of the length.
Once all these parameter have been entered into the Working Code Foliations or
Lineations script, the script can be run on the dataset currently being worked on. It
produces three fields, the DipDir, Results, and Type field, and populates either only the
first two, or all three if the Symbiology module is used. Then as discussed in the text, the
Results module can be used to evaluate the success of the script, or if any of the records
need to be manually analyzed and edited. A good way to do this is right click at the top of
the Results field within the attributes table, and select sort, causing any records without
either 4000, or Success to be grouped apart from these two scenarios. Then each of these
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records can be viewed by selecting one and clicking the Zoom to Selected. For records
that could not find the correct accessory match(es), the DipDir and Strike or trend will
either be pointing the correct way, or 180 degrees from the correct way. If the user
determines that the second outcome is the case, then they will simply have to reverse the
angle, by putting the layer into Edit mode, and retyping the angle(s) with the correct
adjustment into the attribute table.
Single-object Workflow
The above procedure is far simpler, yet similar for single-object datasets. The
Preliminary Analysis script is completely skipped, and the only parameters required for
the Working Code scripts, again found on lines 12-38/33, are the LenMin, LenMax, and
sfactor1 from the first part of the analysis, and the inTable and Module paths as shown in
Fig. 21b. The module paths have to open the number 2 modules, such as the
FoliationModule2, FoliationNotes2, LineModule2, and LineNotes2 instead of the number
1 modules for the Multipart datasets. The remaining parameters can be left equal to zero
or else any other number, but the symbiology parameter should equal False.
The Results Field is left here for consistency, and because later additions to the
code, as discussed in the discussion section of the thesis, could utilize it to record which
measurements are vertical or horizontal, however, as the code currently functions, it has
no practical use for the single-object measurements. It cannot be used to troubleshoot, or
check the successful operation of the script.
In most cases where the Type field is not automatically filled, it was designed to
be manually filled.
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APPENDIX C: REGISTRATION SHIFT INSTRUCTIONS

The third appendix walks through the instructions for filling in the required
parameters for using the Registration Shift arcpy script in Part 10 of this project.
Under the Set Workspace area at lines 10-12, the input workspace and output
workspace addresses must be put within double quotations. Separate addresses should be
chosen for the input and the output workspace so as not to corrupt any of the files. The
input workspace should contain only those shapefiles that need to have their projection
defined and then a copied, re-projected version made, as the program will act on all the
shape files in that folder.
Next, the definition of the projection the files start in must be entered with correct
syntax within the double parenthesis of line 22. It is first required that the correct spatial
reference that the data is already be chosen, and this can be determined either from the
source of the data or sometimes by right clicking the dataset under the Table of Contents
within ArcMap, and going to Properties > Source, then reading the information under
Data Source. To find the correct syntax, one should go to the pro.arcgis.com spatial
reference page, http://pro.arcgis.com/en/pro-app/arcpy/classes/spatialreference.htm, and
find the documentation on the coordinate system names that ArcGIS uses. Then, all the
underscores must be replaced by spaces. For example, NAD_1927_UTM_Zone_11N
becomes “NAD 1927 UTM Zone 11N”.
In line 33, a template file must be referenced. Once the user has determined which
projection and datum they wish to use, they should create a new shapefile within
ArcCatalog, which will be empty, and set the coordinate system of that to the desired
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coordinate system and datum. Then that shapefile’s folder location and file name must be
referenced within the quotes. Note that it is possible to directly reference a coordinate
system definition, like was done for the starting coordinate system, instead of a template
file, but that doing so would require the code on line 42 to be changed to reflect this. See
the pro.arcgis.com documentation on BatchProject for more details.
The next step is to find the correct transformation to the datum desired, and place
it in the parenthesis in line 38. This will require some research, however, some of the
available transformations are found in a document on the Geographic Transformation
Page of pro.arcgis.com again, http://pro.arcgis.com/en/proapp/help/mapping/properties/geographic-coordinate-system-transformation.htm. In this
project, we determined the best transformation to be a concatenation of two different
transformations connected by a “+”. Thus, the transformation used was
“WGS_1984_(ITRF00)_To_NAD_1983+NAD_1927_To_NAD_1983_NADCON.”
Notice the syntax which does not remove the underscores in this case.
Finally, the script is ready to be run within the ArcMap terminal found under
Geoprocessing > Python. Copy the whole script into there from NotePad++ or your script
editing software of choice and press enter a few times until it starts running.
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